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A duality theory for modules over a commutative ring is developed using 
lattice modules. Using this duality theory several classical results for Noetherian 
modules are dualized to Artinian modules. This theory of duality also applies 
to certain other algebraic systems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper all rings are commutative with identity. Noetherian 
modules have been extensively studied, while Artinian modules have received 
much less attention (see, for example, Maths [lo, 111 and Kirby [9].) The 
ascending chain condition (ACC) and the descending chain condition (DCC) 
being dual notions, it is reasonable to believe that there should be some duality 
between Noetherian modules and Artinian modules. Maths [IO] has developed 
such a duality theory over a complete local ring. The purpose of this paper 
is to develop a duality theory for modules over an arbitrary commutative 
ring. Our duality theory is based on the concept of a fake module or lattice 
module (see Section 2). While not every module has a dual module, every 
module does have a natural dual fake module. By proving theorems about 
modules for the larger class of fake modules, we are able to dualize the results. 
In Section 2 we introduce fake modules and give our basic duality construction. 
We also consider principal-like elements acting on the fake module. In Section 3 
we dualize the theory of primary decomposition to coprimary decomposition. 
We prove the usual existence and uniqueness theorems. The theory of R- 
sequences and co-R-sequences is developed in Section 4. In Section 5 we 
study fake modules over fake rings (i.e., multiplicative lattices). We show how 
to generalize the results of Sections 1-4 to fake rings. Thus our results hold 
for other algebraic systems such as graded rings or semigroups. 
We make no claim to an exhaustive application of this duality theory, but, 
rather give several different applications. Another method of duality, using 
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Abelian categories, was introduced by Moore [12, 131. We believe that the 
fake module formulation has several advantages. For example, it applies to 
certain algebraic systems such as semigroups, whose “modules” do not form 
an Abelian category (see Section 5). 
2. FAKE MODULES 
Let R be a ring and N be an R-module. We use L(R) and L(N) to denote 
the lattice of ideals of R and the lattice of R-submodules of N, respectively. 
The action of R on N induces a natural action of L(R) on L(N) satisfying the 
following conditions: 
(1) cc J4A = c (J4, 
(2) JE A4 = c JA% 
(3) uw = Jvw7 
(4) RA = A, and 
(5) OA = 0,) 
for Jti, J, K E L(R) and Aol, A E L(N). Here 0, denotes the zero submodule of N. 
We define a fake R-module to be a complete modular lattice N together 
with a mapping L(R) x N --+ N satisfying the above five conditions (where 
now the sum C in L(N) is replaced by the join V and 0, is now the least element 
of N). Let N and N’ be two fake R-modules. A map 0: N -+ N’ is called an 
R-homomorphism if it preserves arbitrary joins and satisfies B(JA) = Jo(A) 
for all ideals J of R and all A E N. The map 6 is called an R-isomorphism if it 
is bijective. Thus an R-isomorphism preserves arbitrary joins and meets. 
We note that for any R-module N, L(N) is a fake R-module. Fake modules 
have also been called lattice modules and have been studied elsewhere (see 
Section 5). 
We now give our fundamental construction. Let N be a fake R-module 
and let N* be the lattice dual of N, that is, N with the partial order reversed. 
Thus (N*, < *) is a complete lattice with join V* Aol = A Acll, meet A * Ao! = 
V Aol (for all subsets {Aa} C N), ON, = IN, and IN* = ON (we always use 
ON (IN) to denote the least (greatest) element for a complete lattice N). The 
interesting property of N* is that it is still a fake R-module under a new scalar 
product given by residuation. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let N be a fake R-module and let N* be the lattice dual of N. 
Then Iv* is a fake R-module with respect to the new scalar product J 4 A = 
(A:J)=V{XENIJX<AA). 
Proof. We verify that N* satisfies the five necessary properties. For Ja, 
J, K EL(R) and Acq A E N we have 
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(1) (CJa)*A =A(A:JcY)= V*Ja*A, 
(2) J*(v*Aol)=(AAa:J)=A(Aa:J)=A(J*Aa)=V*J*ALY, 
(3) (JK)cA=(A:JK)=(A:KJ)=(A:K):J=J*(K*A), 
(4) R * A = (A : R) = A, and 
(5) 0 * A = (A : 0) = IN = ON*. 
Let N be a fake R-module. To get interesting results it is necessary to assume 
that the principal ideals of R act nicely on the fake R-module N. An ideal M 
of R is called an N-meet (-join) principal if M(A A (B : M)) = MA A B 
((AvMB:M)=(A:M)vB) f or all A, BEN. We call M N-principal 
“if it is both N-meet and N-join principal. A fake R-module N is said to be 
meet-principally, join-principally, or principally generated if every ideal of R 
is a sum of N-meet-principal, N-join-principal, or N-principal ideals, respec- 
tively. If N is a (real) R-module, then any principal ideal in R is N-principal. 
Thus an R-module is principally generated. For fake R-modules, meet- 
principal ideals and join-principal ideals are dual notions. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let N be a fake R-module. Then an ideal M of R is N-meet 
(-join) principal if and only if M is N*-join (-meet) principal. In particular, 
M is N-principal if and only if it is N*-principal. 
Proof. In N*, we denote residuation by 2. Then for A E N and JE L(R) 
we have (A~J)=V*{BEN*I J*B<*A}=A{BENI(B: J)>A}= 
JA. The following identity shows that M is N-meet principal implies that 
171 is N*-join principal: 
((AV*M*B)~M)=(AA(B:M)~M)=M(AA(B:M)) 
=MAhB=(AzM)V*B. 
The other implications are similar. 
Let N be an R-module. Then L(N) is a L(N)-principally generated fake 
R-module and hence L(N)* is a L(N)*-principally generated fake R-module. 
We say that an R-module N has a dual if there exists an R-module M such 
that L(N)* and L(M) are R-isomorphic. While an R-module need not have 
a dual module, it always has a fake dual module (for a discussion of the existence 
of dual modules see [2]). 
Suppose that N is an Artinian R-module, then L(N) is an Artinian L(N)- 
principally generated fake R-module. Here is our method of duality. Suppose 
that we have a theorem which is true for Noetherian R-modules. If we can 
prove this theorem for the larger class of Noetherian principally generated 
fake R-modules, then the dual of the theorem will be true for the class of 
Artinian principally generated fake R-modules and hence in particular for 
Artinian R-modules. 
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3. PRIMARY DECOMPOSITION 
We show that the primary decomposition theory and its dual hold for suitably 
defined fake R-modules. 
Let N be a fake R-module. For B E N we define rad(B) = {x E R / (x)“I~ < B, 
n a positive integer}. It is clear that rad(B) is an ideal of R. We say that B E N 
is primary if (1) B # IN and (2) JA < B implies A < B or J ,< rad(B). 
If N satisfies ACC, then rad(B)“I, < B f or some positive integer n. We say 
that A E N has a strong normal decomposition if A = Q1 A *.. A Q, where the 
Qi’s are primary, the intersection is irredundant, the Pi = rad(QJ are distinct 
primes, and PzsI, < Qi for some positive integer s. Finally we say that N 
satisfies the strong normal decomposition theory if every element #I,%, has a’ 
strong normal decomposition. 
A slight modification of [4, Theorem 3.11 yields the following decomposition 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let R be a commutative ring and N be a fake R-module. 
Suppose that N satisfies ACC and is meet-principally generated. Then any meet-’ 
irreducible element of N is primary and hence N satisjies the strong normal decom- 
position theory. 
We also have the usual uniqueness theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let R be a commutative ring and N be a fake R-module. 
Suppose that Q1 A ... A Q,, and Q1’ A ... A 81, are two strong normal decom- 
positions of A E N and rad(QJ = Pi (rad(Qi’) = P,‘). Let Ass(N/A) = {P 4 
prim.? ideal of R j3C E N 3 P = (A : C)>. Then, Z(N/A) = (r E R 1 A : (r) # A} = 
(J {P E Ass(N/A)} and {P1 ,..., P,} = Ass(N/A) = {P,.‘,..., Ph,}. 
Now we dualize our results on primary decomposition to coprimary decom- 
position. We review what is meant by coprimary decomposition. Let R be a 
commutative ring and A be an R-module. A nonzero submodule B of A is 
coprimary if for r E R and any submodule L of A, rB <L implies B <I: 
or rnB = 0 for some n. It is easy to verify that (0 : B) is primary and rad(O : B) 
is prime. 
Let R be a commutative ring and N be a fake R-module. An element B E N 
is coprimary if (1) B # ON and (2) JB < L implies J < rad(O : B) or B < L. 
We say that A E N has a strong normal codecomposition if A = Q1 v ,.. v Qn , 
where the Qi’s are coprimary, the join is irredundant, the P, = rad(O : QJ 
are distinct primes, and PiSQi 7 ON for some integer s. 
The duality between primary and coprimary elements is established by the 
following lemma, the proof of which is straightforward and hence omitted. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let R be a commutative ring and N be a fake R-module. For 
BENwehave 
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(1) rad(B) = rad(O,, J B), 
(2) rad(B)“I, < B if and only if rad(O,, f B)n * B = O,, , 
(3) B EN is primary if and only if B E N* is coprimary, 
(4) if N satisfies DCC, then B coprimary implies that rad(0, : B) is prime 
,and rad(0, : B)” . B = 0, for some positive integer n. 
Applying our method of duality to Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 yields the dual 
theorems for coprimary decomposition. 
THEOREM 3.1*. Let R be a commutative ring and N be a fake R-module 
satisfying DCC. Further assume that N is join-principally generated. Then any 
join-irreducible element of N is coprimary and hence N satisfies the strong normal 
codecomposition theory. 
THEOREM 3.2*. Let R be a commutative ring and N be a fake R-module. 
Suppose that Q1 v ... v Qn and Q1’ v ... v 81, are two strong normal code- 
compositions of A E N and that rad(O : Qi) = Pi and rad(O : Qi’) = Pi’. Let 
co-Ass(N/A) = {P a prime ideal in R 1 ICE N 3 P = (C : A)}. Then n = n’ 
and{P, ,..., P,} = co-Ass(N/A) = (PI’,..., PA,}. Furthermore, O(N/A) = {r E R / 
(r)A # A) = (J {P E co-Ass(N/A)). 
As an immediate corollary of the previous theorems we get the coprimary 
decomposition theorem for Artinian modules. 
COROLLARY. Let R be a ring and N be an Artinian R-module. Then every 
‘nonzero submodule A of N is aJinite sum of coprimary s&nodules. Any two strong 
normal codecompositions have the same length and same set of coassociated primes. 
In fact, co-Ass(N/A) = {P a prime ideal in R 1 P = (c : A) for some C E N.} 
and B(N/A) = (r E R 1 rA # A) = (J {P / P E co-Ass(N/A)). 
As an application of the primary decomposition theory, we prove the Krull 
intersection theorem for fake R-modules. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let N be a fake R-module which satisfies the strong normal 
decomposition theory. Then for any ideal J of R and any ME N we have 
A:==, J”M = J(AE, JnM). 
Proof. Let J(AE, J”M) = Q1 A ... A Q, , where Qf is Pi-primary. Then 
sJ(ATzl JnM) < Qf implies AZ=_, JnM < Qi or J < Pi, in which case JnM < 
plN < Qi for n large. In either case AZ==, PM < Qi and hence, /(AZ==, J”M) = 
AZ-r J”M. 
THEOREM 3.4*. Let N be a fake R-module satisfying the strong normal code- 
composition theory. For any ideal J of R and ME N we have Vz==, (M : J”) = 
XV;=‘=, (M : J”) : J). 
481/47/z-14 
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As an immediate corollary we have 
COROLLARY. Let R be a ring and N an Artinian R-module. Let J be an ideal 
of R and M be a submodule of N, then (Jo=, (M : p) = (ur’_, (M : /“) : J). 
If we allow the ring R to be noncommutative, we may still discuss fake. 
R-modules. Now, however, the dual of a left fake R-module is a right fake 
R-module. The notions of primary decomposition and tertiary decomposition 
may be extended to fake R-modules and dualized to coprimary decomposition 
and cotertiary decomposition. 
4. R-SEQUENCES 
We next study the theory of grade and cograde for fake R-modules. For 
the theory of grade in the R-module case, see [8]. Co-R-sequences and cograde 
were introduced in [I 11 for the case of Artinian modules over a Noetherian ring. 
DEFINITION. Let R be a commutative ring and N be a fake R-module. 
A sequence X, ,..., X, of N-principal ideals of R is called an R-sequence on N if 
(1) (Xl + *.. + X,)1, # IN, and 
(2) (0, : X,) = ON and ((X, + ... + X&IN : Xi) = (XI + ... + Xi-r)IN 
for i = 2,..., n. We call X, ,..., X,, a co-R-sequence on N if X, ,..., X, is an 
R-sequence on N*. 
Thus X, ,..., X, is a co-R-sequence on N if and only if 
(1) (ON:XI+*.*+Xn)#ONand 
(2) X,1, = IN and X,(0, : X, + .. + X,-J = (0, : X, + ... + X,-,) 
for i = 2,..., n. 
Suppose that XI ,..., Xfl is an R-sequence on N. Then 0 < X,I, <, 
(Xl + X,)I, < ... < (Xl + ... t X,)I, . For if (X, -+ ... + X,)1, = 
(X, + ..* + Xi-r)IN , then (XI t- . . . + xi--l)IN = ((Xl + ... + Xipl)IN : Xi) = 
((XI + ... + X$,: Xi) = IN , which contradicts (1) in the definition of an 
R-sequence. Thus if N satisfies ACC (DCC), maximal (co-) R-sequences on 
N do exist. The next theorem and its dual show that any two such maximal 
(co-) R-sequences have the same length. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let R be a commutative ring, J be an ideal in R, and N be a 
principally generated fake R-module satisfying ACC. Further suppose that 
JIr+ # rr, . Then any two maximal R-sequences on N contained in J have the 
same length. 
Proof. A slight modification of [8, Theorem 1211 yields the desired result.. 
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Dualizing we have 
THEOREM 4.1*. Let R be a commutative ring, ] be an ideal in R, and N be a 
princrpally generated fake R-module satisfying DCC. Further assume that 
(0, : J) i ON . Then any two maximal co-R-sequences on N contained in J 
have the same length. 
COROLLARY. Let R be a commutative ring (not necessarily Noetherian), J an 
ideal in R, and N an Artinian R-module. Assume that (0, : J) # 0, . Then 
any two maximal co-R-sequences on N contained in J have the same length. 
5. FAKE RINGS 
The concept of the lattice of ideals of a commutative ring is one particular 
example of a multiplicative lattice. (A multiplicative lattice L is a complete 
lattice L on which has been defined a commutative, associative product which 
has IL as a multiplicative identity and in which multiplication distributes 
over arbitrary joins. See [I, 31, or [4].) F or a multiplicative lattice L, we define 
a fake L-module N to be a complete lattice N satisfying 
(1) (V ]or)A = V JaA, 
(2) J( V Aar) = V JAol, 
(3) WV = IFA), 
(4) I,A = A, and 
(5) O,A = 0,) 
for all J, JCX, K EL and A, AU E N. 
Our duality construction given in Section 2 carries over to fake L-modules 
(where L is now a multiplicative lattice). The notion of principal elements 
also extends to fake L-modules. Fake L-modules have been studied elsewhere 
under the name lattice module, see [5-7, 141. The results of Sections 2 and 3 
carry over to L-modules without any difficulty. However, the results of Section 4 
require that the multiplicative lattice satisfy the lattice analog of the following 
well-known result: If an ideal I of a commutative ring is contained in a finite 
union of prime ideals, then it is contained in one of them. The lattice analog 
of this theorem is the so-called union condition on primes: If L is a multiplicative 
.lattice and N is a fake L-module; A EL and Pr ,..., P, prime elements of L 
with A z& PI ,..., P, , then there exists an N-principal element E < A with 
E $ PI )..., P, . 
We conclude this paper by giving some examples of fake modules over 
fake rings. For any R-module N, L(N) is of course an L(R)-module. More 
generally, let R = R, @ R, @ .** @ R, @ *.. be a graded ring and N be a 
graded R-module. Then Lo(R), the lattice of graded ideals of R, is a multi- 
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plicative lattice, and L,(N), the lattice of graded R-submodules of N, is a 
L,(R)-module. Thus the results of Section 3 yield the usual homogeneous 
primary and coprimary decomposition theories for graded submodules. The 
results of Section 4 do not carry over to graded rings because L,(R) need not 
satisfy the union condition on primes, i.e., if a homogeneous ideal I is not 
contained in a union P, v ... u P, of homogeneous prime ideals, it does not’ 
follow that there exists a homogeneous element of I not contained in this union. 
There is, however, one particular instance where R does satisfy this condition, 
namely, where R, is Artinian. 
For our final example, let S be a commutative monoid with zero and let T 
be a set with a distinguished element *. Suppose that S acts on T, that is, 
there exists a mapping S x T + T satisfying (s& = sr(~at), It = t, and’ 
Ot = * for all s1 , sa E S and t E T. L(S), lattice of ideals of S, is a quasilocal 
multiplicative lattice [3], and L(T), the lattice of S-invariant subsets of T, 
is easily seen to be an L(S)-module. 
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